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NEWSLETTER
The Newsletter is the quarterly publication of 
the Morris Federation. The aim is to provide a 
platform for news, views and announcements 
relating to the world of traditional dance and 
associated activities. The Newsletter goes out 
to each member group and individual member 
of the Morris Federation. Additional copies can 
be ordered by group members at an additional 
cost per copy of £10 for one year’s issues. To 
be a living publication the Newsletter must be 
read so PLEASE  make sure that your copy 
gets circulated as widely as possible. The on-
line version will be available shortly after the 
printed copies have been distributed.

MEMBERS’ MANUAL
All members of the MF should have a copy of 
the Members’ Manual.  This contains a lot of 
material that members may need to refer to from 
time to time.  If you have misplaced the free copy 
sent to you when you joined, a replacement (or 
additional copies) can be purchased from the 
MF Secretary at the cost of £6.50 (inc. p&p) 
each.  Please make cheques payable to ‘The 
Morris Federation’.
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EDITORIAL
I’m organised up to a point - the point at which the various 
articles, dates, adverts and photographs I’ve received 
are transferred from my Googlemail account to a  MFed 
Newsletter folder on my computer.  It may  be some time 
before I look at the material again until the copy date has 
passed. And it’s then I  nd a wealth of photos identi ed  
only as IMG 1 to umpteen, several adverts with variations 
of the title ‘Mfed ad’ and various write-ups similarly labelled 
‘article for newsletter’.  Inevitably there’s one rogue item 
that gives me no clue to its origin or identity, leaving to 
wonder whether I’ve  led something incorrectly (I also edit 
a local folk magazine!)

I know I’ve already requested that photographs be sent 
separately from text, but I would like to make one further 
plea. Please identify your attachments with your club name 
(abbreviated if you wish) e.g. photos  - Oddbods1, 2, 3 
etc.  articles - Oddbodstext, and adverts OddbodsAd. It will 
make my job much more straightforward.

Do, however, please keep sending in contributions for 
publication.  Far better to have opinions and reports from 
members than for me to write a load of space- lling guff. 

Colin

Front cover photograph:       Mr Wilkins Shilling, Bath.
Printed by:            Hedgerow Print Ltd, Crediton, Devon. 

ADVERTISING
The Morris Federation does not necessarily endorse any product 
or service advertised in or with the Newsletter. Enclosures, other 
circulars, and items of advertising relevant to commercial products can 
be distributed with the Newsletter.  A fee is charged to the advertiser 
for this service.   Enquiries concerning any form of advertising through 
the MF should be addressed to the Newsletter Editor.

                   NEW ADVERTISING RATES  (from Dec. 2011)
  Non-member       MF  Member  Side or Individual
  commercial         business       event/recruit
  Colour    B&W     Colour   B&W                    
  Full page   £75    £60    £45     £35           £25
  (portrait)
  Half page    £45    £35    £25     £20           £15
  (landscape)
  Quarter    £25     £20     £18     £12            £ 8
  (portrait)
  Eighth   n/a       £12    n/a      £ 8           £  5

Limited space for colour adverts available. All adverts will appear on 
Web edition of Newsletter as well as paper copy.  Prices are for art-
work ready. Jpg or pdf format preferred for any illustrations. MS Word 
docs may require some reformatting. Cheques payable to ‘The Morris 
Federation” . Discount for multiple insertions - please enquire.  All 
copy & payment to the Newsletter Editor.
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Well, the days are beginning to dawn earlier 
and  nish later, and it won’t be long now until 
May Day and the start of the dancing season for 
most of us (although some have been revelling 
in the winter weather with their Molly and 
Border traditions, while the inside of the pub 
has been a welcome spot for rapper sides and 
the longsword teams have also been out over 
the Christmas period).  Come to think of it, the 
“season” doesn’t really end and the opportunities 
to dance out in the winter seem to grow year on 
year.  The Demon Barbers’ dance-fusion show, 
“The Lock-In”, drew over 100 dance teams to 
perform at the venues it was playing (and also 
achieved rave reviews in the Independent and 
Telegraph) and gave a taste of the wonderful 
variety of traditional dance on offer from the 
750 or so sides attached to the three Morris 
organisations.

The Joint Morris Organisation, comprising 
representatives from The Morris Federation, 
Morris Ring and Open Morris, meets at the 
beginning of each year to discuss matters 
of common interest and share expertise, 
knowledge and enthusiasm about the Morris 
generally.  This year it was the MF’s turn to host 
the meeting, making me the chair of the JMO 
for the next year.  Among the items discussed 
were the establishment of a JMO website, which 
will contain information and links that can be 
used by people wanting to know about Morris 
dancing, its history, variety and continuing 
development as a living tradition, as well as a 
calendar of major events where Morris dancing 
can be found, side- nding tools and information 
about the JMO.  We hope to get this online 
before the end of the year, and develop its use 
as time goes on.

We also discussed the issues surrounding the 
well-publicised dif culties with crowd safety 
encountered by the Britannia Coconut Dancers 
of Bacup.  I’m sure you will have heard that 
the “Nutters” have been asked by Lancashire 

County Council to send at least three members 
on a health and safety course for stewarding, 
at a cost of £600, and at one point were 
expecting to have to pay £1000 for road 
closures, although this has now been covered 
by County Councillors.  This state of affairs is a 
result of many local Police forces pulling out of 
the manning of road-blocks and stewarding of 
events, and must be a cause for concern to any 
organisation involved in large-scale outdoor 
events of this kind.  The JMO is looking into the 
implications of this development and will offer 
advice to all sides via each individual Morris 
organisation.

The collection for Children in Need, instigated 
last year by the JMO, has raised £10,000, which 
will shortly be handed over to the charity – many 
thanks to all who were able to contribute by 
donating the proceeds of one dance-out to this 
very worthy cause.  The JMO meeting decided 
that this would now be an on-going appeal, and 
that sides would be asked to donate again this 
year, when the hope is that the amount raised 
in the  rst year can be multiplied several times 
and result in a real “big cheque”  gure for 
the televised Children in Need programme in 
November.  Full details will be sent to each MF 
side via the email Broadcast very soon.

I’d like to thank all those sides who have signed 
up for the JMO Day of Dance in Exeter on April 
20th.  Great Western Morris are doing a splendid 
job in organising the Day on behalf of the Morris 
Federation, and I’m sure we’re going to have 
a wonderful day together with our friends from 
the Morris Ring and Open Morris.  

Look out for the invitation to this year’s AGM 
and Day of Dance in Shrewsbury, Hosted 
by Shrewsbury Morris on Saturday 28th 
September.  It promises to be a very well-run 
event, with good dance-spots, a lovely town 
to explore and a ceilidh in the evening.  It will 
also be my last AGM as President, so if you, or 
someone you know, is interested in taking on 
the role, please get in touch with me, or any 
of the committee members (contact details are 
at the beginning of the Newsletter) and let us 
know – we’d love to hear from you!

Happy dancing, Barry
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Getting Enough Stick?  
Advice by 
Mickwidder 
on collecting 
and preparing 
hazel staves 
for Morris 
dancers

Hazel is by far 
the best wood for 
Morris staves  for 
several reasons. 
Hazel splits longitudinally and rarely snaps off 
when being used. Straight staves of suitable 
sizes are readily available throughout the UK. 
Other woods are Ash, dif cult to  nd straight. 
Willow, snaps quite easily. (Maple is possibly 
the worse)

When seasoned correctly hazel is a durable 
hard timber. Hazel is fairly fast growing and so 
is a sustainable resource. The bark is easily 
stripped and seasoning time is relatively short. 
Hazel makes a satisfying wood 
sound when struck.

Choosing suitable staves
Taking time to be selective and 
choosing only staves which are 
the correct thickness, reasonably 
free from knots and other defects 
and are as straight as possible 
will pay dividends. Bent, twisted 
or staves with other defects such 
as cankers or disease are hard to 
store properly and could affect the 
seasoning and health of the wood. 
Collecting is the time consuming 
part. Take your time it really is 
worth it.

When searching for suitable 
staves look up as well as at the 
base, very good staves can often 
be found growing as offshoots on 
larger limbs. Always try to get the 
maximum amount from each piece 
you cut. Collect from November 
until February. Staves collected in 
Spring/Summer will not last long.

Length & thickness (diameter)  
The average length for staves used in Border 
and Cotswold Morris is 32’’ 80cm. Generally, 
Cotswold staves tend to be a little longer and 
some Border sides prefer thicker heavier 
staves while some Cotswold side prefer longer 
thinner staves. Average thickness for Border 
and Cotswold is 1-1/2’’ 38mm. (not written in 
stone)

Preparing staves for seasoning
To prevent disease, it is best to strip all the bark 
including the green/brown underskin from all 
of the staves, leaving a creamy whitish colour. 
Small knots can be cut off or sanded off. Trim 
the ends by slicing around with a sharp knife at 
45% (Cut away from you). Stripping bark is done 
using a sharp knife (Opinel Number 9) is my 
choice, though any good sharp knife will do the 
job. Position one end of the stave on a suitable 
ledge/work bench (supported a little lower than 
waist height) place the other end on your belt (at 
your waist) and gently apply a little pressure to 
hold the stave securely between your waist and 

the ledge/work bench. Carefully 
gripping the knife between 
thumbs and index  ngers (Very 
careful at the pointed end) place 
the blade at 90% to the stave. 
Apply a little pressure on the 
blade, run the blade down the 
stave (away from your body and 
then back toward your body in 
a smooth action, keeping the 
pressure constant. If you have 
this technique correct, the bark 
and underskin will peel off easily. 
Continue around the stave until  
bark is removed. Clean ends by 
slicing remainder off (slice away 
from you) Scrape end bark by 
holding the knife in one hand 
and at 90%. Scrape away from 
you. With a little practice this is 
by far the best way of removing 
the bark and underskin. I 
suggest you wear leather gloves 
to protect your  ngers.

Wrap each end with cling  lm 
then put an elastic band around 
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the cling  lm to seal them properly. Make 
certain the cling  lm is covering the ends. 
(crucial) Most moisture escapes from the 
ends (Osmosis).  

Seasoning
In my view the best staves are seasoned for 
approximately 12 - 18 months, this allows 
the majority of the water content to gradually 
escape from the wood (very important) If you 
dry them out too quickly, or under the wrong 
conditions the ends WILL split. Stack the 
staves horizontally in a cool dry place (no 
draughts) A corner of your garage is good 
(away from the door). Do not stack them tightly 
together and separate each layer with a piece 
of dry wood. There must be air space between 
them to prevent fungi or mould growth. Check 
them for condition every month or so. If you 
stack them outside, be certain to make sure 
they are at least 4’’ off the ground and are 
covered with a tarp or other waterproof sheet 
out of direct sunlight. Keep an eye on them at 
regular intervals. If you see grey/blue/brown 
powdery substance or any fungi, it is too wet, 
and/or not enough ventilation. Clean/scrape 
off and resolve cause.

After Seasoning
If you have been successful and your staves 
are seasoned properly they should last a good 
season of bashing and clashing. They usually 
last a lot longer depending on the source and 
type of your hazel (there are several) and the 
seasoning. Do not bring the staves directly 
from seasoning into a very warm environment, 
they may split. take them out and stand them 
upright in a cool dry place for a few days.

Good Luck and Wrap up warm. (get permission 
from the landowner before you go cutting) 

If you are unable or don’t have the time for all 
this, you could always buy some staves from 
The Widders Border Morris. Our seasoned 
hazel staves are £ 2.50 each and worth every 
penny. Mickwidder 07870 611 979

Editor’s note: Needless to say, Mick’s sticks don’t 
come with a  free replacement guarantee, so bear 
this in mind if you are intent on  thrashing  the living 
daylights out of each other!  However, staves well 
prepared and seasoned in this way will last much 
longer. Winkleigh Morris still have some similarly 
prepared sticks at least ten years old - and we 
aren’t exactly gentle. Sawn off damaged staves 
have extended life for short stick dances!

BAGPERSONS AND SECRETARIES   If there 
is any change in contact person, address, 
telephone or email please let us know as soon 
as possible
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We are Boughton Monchelsea Morris and were 
recently approached by a small independent 
 lm production company, and asked if we could 
provide a performance of Morris dancing.  We 
were required as part of the background, during 
the  lming of one scene in their  lm.

Whilst some of us have been  lmed by local TV 
in the past, enough of the side thought that it 
would be an experience to see how a  lm was 
made so that four musicians and six dancers 
were able to agree to perform. 

We were told to meet at 4pm at a remote and 
isolated local pub, which is situated four miles 
down its feeder road, set amongst desolate 
 elds and marshland, with no other houses 
nearby. Amazingly we all managed to not only 
 nd the isolated pub but also arrived on time, 
and trouped out of the car park only to  nd  no 
 lm crew and the pub doors locked. 

The setting was beautiful, quiet & peaceful, 
surrounded by  elds, overlooking the estuary 
with the sound of birds calling - unfortunately the 
time was October, the weather was freezing and 
a bitterly cold wind was blowing straight off the 
water. Andrea eventually managed to phone the 
producer, who explained that they were  nishing 
off the previous scene and were running half an 
hour late. Then Andrea once again came to our 
rescue by getting the attention of the pub staff 
and persuading them to agree to open the pub 
to us.

Once inside and warm, we then  lled the time 
with a music session, which was well into its 
stride, when the  lm crew started to arrive, and 
we would  nally learn what they required from 
us. The producer explained that the scene was 
a conversation between two ladies, that was 
interrupted by a green man (another actor), with 
Morris dancing in the background. It would last 
between two to three minutes. I explained that 
most of our dances lasted about three minutes 
and that we could stop when required.

The director then dropped his bombshell – as it 
was a dialogue scene, we needed to be silent. 
They would record our music separately (to be 
overdubbed later) but for the  lming itself the 

The Silent Morris
musicians needed to mime and the dancers 
need to perform without music, our bell pads 
or even footsteps (he then said that if our boots 
were too noisy we might need to dance on the 
paving in our socks!)

An impromptu group meeting was arranged to 
explore the unique requirements and work out 
which of our dances we could use. Eventually 
we agreed that “Ring of Bells” was the most 
appropriate, as the two stick clashing at the 
start of the dance would set the rhythm, even if 
we could not actually clash but needed to “pull” 
the clash at the moment of striking. 

We thought it wise to practise both with music 
and without which proved somewhat more 
dif cult than we imagined. Whilst we had our 
bells on the sound engineer recorded us several 
times. So we lined up for a practise, and went 
through the dance normally for ourselves, then 
tried it without any type of sound, and other than 
speeding up, managed to   nish it. The sound 
engineer then recorded the musicians playing 
the tune with the dance performed without stick 
clashing (on the  rst take).

After a long wait the director then got us to do a 
“positioning rehearsal” and moved us about to 
get us in exactly the right place. To make it more 
amusing our dance was to get progressively 
closer to the two actresses (Amanda Donohoe 
and Lysette Anthony).

The director continued to provide his instructions 
as to what he required from us. Firstly he rotated 
the set by ninety degrees, so that we were side 
on to the actors, and set back ten yards further 
away from the musicians, then explained that 
we needed to drift sidewards during the dance 
sequence, so that when the actors said a 
speci c line the dancers were at a set point just 
a few feet away from the camera. 

After a few attempts to establish how we could 
adapt the dance, we managed to establish that 
we could move suf ciently during the capers to 
achieve the required result, and so we invented 
the side stepping caper to move the set towards 
the women.
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when we get the DVD. Would we do it again if 
we were asked?  Only if we were wearing our 
thermals!

So please look out for the Green Man carrying 
a pig’s bladder, melodeon players not co-
ordinating their bellows and the sound of morris 
bells from dancers not wearing any.

By now it was getting dark and colder and we were 
looking forward to some of Shepherd Neame’s 
best. But no rest, we now went into the rehearsal 
or should I say rehearsals. Stand here, move 
there, come hither, go thither endlessly. And to 
cap it all we had the silent melodeons puf ng 
away like two old men climbing Snowdon!

At last we get it right but we now have to do it 
again with the cameras and sound rolling. Well I 
thought we did rather well with excellent stepping 
but no, the director made us do take after take 
just to get that little bit right or to get a different 
camera angle. Even the simple scene of us 
walking away from the pub took two takes. 

Finally we thought we can now be  lmed and 
go back into the pub and get warm again. Four 
hours later, and I don’t know how many takes 
the scene was in the can, we  nally managed to 
achieve that!

Despite if being a small ultra low budget short 
 lm, it had a crew of twenty, and now they sprang 
into life. Large  lm lights on poles were arranged, 
sound booms and microphones positioned, last 
minute touch-up of makeup applied countless 
times and various others were running around.

Whilst the lighting man was putting up the 
lights the camera and sound crews and us 
hung around; then whilst the sound man was 
recording the camera and lighting crew and us 
hung around and so on. (It was Charlie Watts of 
the Rolling Stones who said that he had been 
in show business for 25 years but only spent 5 
years performing – the rest was hanging around 
airports, backstage ...

When the director called, start, the sound man 
shouted “sound running”, someone else called 
the scene number, then our cue “background 
action” and off we started. After numerous 
takes we asked what was happening and they 
explained that they liked to provide the editor 
with a selection of shots and some of the takes 
were shot from a different camera angle. 

All told we all agreed that it had certainly been 
an experience - albeit a freezing cold one – and 
we learnt a lot about  lming techniques and we 
are looking forward to seeing our  eeting images 
in the background of “One Careless Owner”, 

 Rainbow Morris Dancers are very sad to report 
the passing of team member Kate Laycock on 
9 November 2012 at the much too early age 
of 55.  Kate joined Rainbow in the early 1990’s 
and was a much valued member of the team.  
She was cheerful and bright and her enjoyment 
in being part of Rainbow was evident.  Always 
smiling, often laughing – I can’t remember her 
ever being bad tempered.  She had a reputation 
for always being early for everything and her 
attempts to ensure that we got to places on time 
never waned.   

In addition to dancing with us, she also loved 
Folk Festivals and attended several each year, 
accompanied by husband John.  

The attached photo shows Rainbow attending 
the Prague Folklore International Festival in 
2008.  It was a particularly happy trip, the  rst 
time Rainbow had ventured from these shores.  
Kate is seated on the front bench, far left (in the 
black trousers).  

She always had a smile on her face and had 
a great, infectious laugh.  We will really, really 
miss her.  

Kay Wilkinson and Rainbow Morris Dancers, 
Saltaire

Obituary - Kate Laycock 
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This year I was cast as Misrule in our morris side’s 
mumming play. It was an interesting experience 
and one which brought back memories of the 
only other time I have mummed.

It was in Reading way back in the 1970s. We 
happy band of mummers were all regulars at 
Reading Folk Club which in those days was 
staged in an upstairs room at the Cross Keys 
pub. It was a bit of a dive. Broken windows. 
Broken chairs. More than a few broken hearts 
in the time we were there. But candles burned 
brightly on the tables and cushions lay comfy 
on the  oor. Much merrymaking was there and 
‘twas generally a grand time.

My memory tells me it was Brian Jones who 
inspired us all to mumm. He played St George 
to great effect. I wonder I haven’t seen him take 
up a career on the stage as a direct result of that 
creative episode. 

It was certainly a learning experience for all of us. 
Wandering from pub to pub, brandishing weapons 
and wearing what could be taken for disguises, 
we were stopped by a young of cer of the law 
who demanded to know what we were about and 
who we were. Out came the little book and he 
licked the end of his pencil in a very professional 
manner. At this stage in the proceedings we had 
already visited quite a few pubs and drunk a few 
pints of festive ale. Naturally, our performances 
became bolder as we bedded comfortably into 
our roles. So when asked for our names and we 
asserted our individual selves to be Beelzebub, 
The Turkish Knight, St George and so on, it didn’t 
go down well, as you can imagine. Fun? What’s 
all that about then? He wasn’t having any of it, 
so we eventually calmed down and gave him the 
correct information. What a story he would have 
had to tell back at the station wiv d’lads later that 
night. 

After that little interruption, it was on to one of the 
rougher back street pubs of Reading for our  nal 
performance of the night. This was in the days 
when pubs still had lounge bars, public bars and 
snugs. We always went for the public because 
they were bigger rooms and offered a livelier 
audience. Well, time was getting on and the 
locals were at once astonished, dumbfounded 
and not a little menacing.

One for all and all for one was the attitude so 
in we went, bold as brass. Pete Heald was the 
Turkish Knight and he and St George gave 
the  ght scene some welly. Cheers and jeers 
greeted the players in equal volume but as Pete 
lay on the  oor, breathing his thespian last, so 
one of the crowd – a big lady who had clearly 
seen some action in her time – decided to join 
in the fun. She slipped ungracefully off her bar 
stool, stumbled across the bar-room  oor and 
sat astride Pete’s midriff, giving him no chance 
of escape. She was promising him all kinds of 
treats and not only resuscitation! And the crowd 
was cheering her on. It was ugly to start with and 
downright frightening now. Sensibly, we decided 
to leave. Beat a hasty retreat. Most of us that was. 
How Pete eventually escaped and joined us out 
on the street remains one of those mysteries of 
life. Perhaps he used his sword to good effect!

I wonder where he is now and if he has recovered 
from the trauma. Last I heard he was under 
manager at W H Smith’s in Llandudno.

No such adventures on our Devon mumming 
outing. But all three venues certainly had their 
own atmosphere. Number two was the best. 
Crowded bar and hardly any space to perform 
in but that meant you got right up close with the 
audience – and best of all, the audience could 
not escape! That’s the way I like them.

My costume was makeshift. Dress borrowed from 
Mavis. Wig from Steve (when does he normally 
wear it, I wonder?). Titties were improvised from 
the dog’s balls. And when I wasn’t wearing this 
ensemble, it was stowed in an aptly named bag 
for life. Harry the dog knew what was in there and 
more than once I caught in the act of snatching 
his balls out of the bag and attempting to escape 
with them.

Well, I suppose a chap would.

Paul White’s 
Diary

Contact Paul at pwhite420@btinternet.com and 
follow him on Twitter @morrisbells

A Dog’s Life On The 
Mumming Circuit
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Coming Events 
JMO DAY OF DANCE 2013
Saturday 20th April. Based in Exeter, and 
organised by Great Western Morris Men on 
behalf of the Morris Federation.  Over 500 
dancers expected. On the same day there will be 
other folk events with high pro le performers.

ST. GEORGE’S DAY FESTIVITIES
Tuesday 23rd April For the 10th year in a row the 
Hook Eagle Morris St George event welcomes 
a veritable who’s who of Hampshire Morris 
sides including; Pilgrim Morris, Fleet Morris, 
May ower Morris, Jackstraws Morris, Yately 
Morris, Basingclog, and Odiham Mummers.  
All are welcome to come along for a pint of the 
best to cheer or jeer. Starting at 7:30pm, eight 
Morris and Mummers sides will rotate through 
3 Odiham pubs, The George, The Bell, and The 
Waterwitch. 
 
TREACLE EATERS MAY DAY DANCING
5.30 am on 1st May at Ham Hill, Stoke-sub-
Hamdon, with guests, followed by breakfast 
in the local pub. This is the start of their 30th 
Anniversary year  - they will also be having a 
day of dance in July.

LEWES GARLAND DAY Mon 6th May 
Performances by Knots of May and other local 
sides.

FRANKENSNIGHT WEEKEND 17th-19th May
The biennial weekend of dance hosted by 
Winkleigh Morris.  Saturday dispalys around 
Dartmoor & North Devon.

SHEPLEY SPRING FESTIVAL  17th-19th May   
http://www.shepleyspringfestival.com  Sally, of 
Silkstone Greens, reports that many sides will 
be attending.

MAYBE MORRIS WEEKEND OF DANCE  
14th16th June Based in West Sussex with 
the Saturday tour visiting Arundel, Stopham, 
Graffham and Wisborough Green. Sides 
attending (teams & individuals) are:  Sompting 
Village Morris, Babylon, Red Stags, Far Canal, 
Westrefelda, Broadwood Morris Men, Old 
Shoreham Buccaneers and, of course, Maybe 
Morris!

THE PLOUGH STOTS DANCE FIXTURES
Malton & Norton Folk Weekend 19th - 21st April 
Shepley Folk Festival as above
Handsworth Centennial Celebrations 20th July
Whitby Folk Festival 17th -23rd August
Goathland Dance Weekend 24th -25th August

FLAGCRACKERS 25th YEAR 
Skipton,  Monday 1st April 11am-3 pm. (Easter 
Monday) Skipton, Saturday 15th June - over 100 
dancers from invited sides.
One of Flagcrackers objectives this year is to be 
more visible in Craven, North Yorks. to attract 
new recruits. They will also be dancing at local 
pubs each month and publicing a workshop for 
potential members, to be held in lte October

COTSWOLD INSTRUCTIONAL 11th -13th Oct
Morris Ring but open to Federation sides. £60
Covering Bledington, Hinton and Oddington - 
not suitable for novices. Of ey Hay Village Hall,  
Copmere,  Staffs ST21 6HH. Details     mac.
mccoig@btinternet.com or phone 01785 851052. 
(I also have copy of booking form - Ed.)
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  Barley Brigg Go Dutch
Last August, Barley Brigg spent a week in the 
Ijsselmeer district of the Netherlands, having 
received invitations to dance at the prestigious 
annual Edam Cheese Market and the Shanty 
festival at Einkhausen.  The Ijsselmeer is in the 
North of the country and was open to the sea 
until 1932, when it was reclaimed and turned 
into a lake. 

We all stayed at a campsite on the outskirts 
of Edam, a unique venue as it had facilities 
for those of us with tents and caravans, and 
also small cabins for those not wishing to sleep 
under canvas. In addition, 4 members of the 
side had sailed over and were able to moor up 
alongside the campsite, and they kindly gave 
all of us the opportunity to enjoy a sail around 
the area during our weeks stay.

The week began with torrential rain,  ooding 
out the tents, but luckily improved after that, 
and in true Barley Brigg fashion we discovered 
that one caravan will hold approx 18 people 
plus bottles!  

The dance outs began with a trip on the 
‘Marken Express’ across the water to the tiny 
peninsula of Marken. The land route between 
Volendam and Marken  is much longer than 

the sea route so there is a ferry in place to help 
out travellers.  Marken is a  shing village with 
perfectly preserved houses, many built on piles 
above the water level to make sure that the 
waves could not surprise the locals. On arrival, 
we danced near the Museum which gives a vivid 
impression of life on Marken as it was before 
the enclosure of the Zuiderzee. We then moved 
down to the harbour enabling many of us to 
savour the delights of locally caught sea food. As 
usual, the magni cent hats of the men in Barley 
Brigg attracted lots of attention and requests for 
photos.  

After a day of rest and sightseeing, our next visit 
was to the Zuiderzee museum in Einkhausen. 
This museum is dedicated to the culture and 
history of the area and during the summer people 
in traditional costumes demonstrate former 
working and domestic life. We had been invited 
there to dance at the museum itself, and then the 
next day to take part in the shanty festival that 
was being held there. The dancing on both days 
was great fun, attracting a good audience, and 
the spectacular setting and beautiful sunshine 
made it a fantastic experience.  On the day of 
the Shanty festival we also had the added bonus 
of listening to some wonderful singing between 

Ideas for articles 
for inclusion in 
the Newsletter 
are always 
welcome.  Send 
me an email or 
give me a ring 
if you wish 
to discuss a 
s u g g e s t i o n .
M e a n w h i l e , 
please keep 
sending the 
photographs, 
club reports of 
anniversaries, 
m e m o r a b l e 
trips etc.

Colin

Trefor Owen
Gweithdy Clocsiau 
(The Clog Workshop)
Henbont Road
CRICIETH
Gwynedd
LL52 0DG
Home tel: 01766 523 695

Workshop/Mobile: 07712 822 453

Email: treforowenclogmaker@gmail.com

WEB: treforowenclogmaker.co.uk

Clogs, Rubber shods, Fancy Laces, Badges and bits supplied as always 
“Good metal” Clog Irons  tted at the Workshop.

We make ALL our own Uppers, Rubbers and all our own Wooden Soles using only 
sustainable, local wood sources. 

Very few “Tree Miles” are run up in our business.

We can now make Clogs with Vegetarian Uppers though the colour range is limited.

Sadly we don’t make the Nails yet – but I am working on that!
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dancing sessions. 
In addition to the prearranged dance 
outs, the owner of the campsite 
asked if we would dance outside 
the restaurant, and this proved to be 
a highlight of our stay, with a huge 
crowd of onlookers from all over the 
globe. Every dance was received 
enthusiastically, and at the end of 
the show we asked for volunteers to 
join in the Hindley Street dance. This 
resulted in the longest set ever seen! 
We were all struck by the number of 
children and young teenagers from 

all over Europe, who were not only keen to dance 
but also to practice their English! 

Our last day of the trip saw us dancing at the 
prestigious Edam Cheese Festival, held in the town 
square. We danced in the opening ceremony, in 
front of an enthusiastic audience of many hundreds 
of people, and were received with tremendous 
applause. 

Having completed the dancing, we were then able 
to watch the rest of the proceedings and join in the 
festivities. The cheese Market preserves a colourful 
tradition which dates back to the 15th century, and 
attracts tourists from all over the world. Cheeses 
are judged for their quality, and then begins a 
spectacular negotiation process with the buyer 
and seller slapping hands ceremoniously whilst 
reaching a price acceptable to both. The sellers 
entire batch of cheese is then paraded around the 
market square on a special sledge, before being 
weighed at the weighing house. In fact, not only 

were the batches of cheese paraded 
around, but 2 members of Barley Brigg 
were also carried around the square 
on the cheese sledge, and taken off to 
the weighing house!   
    
This completed our dance tour and we 
then all departed for home the next 
day, having had a wonderful time in 
the Netherlands. 
        
Barley Brigg are based in Yoxford, 
Suffolk.
h t t p : / / ww w. b ar l e y b r i g g . o r g . uk              
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ANSLEY Morris (Cotswold) have just 
celebrated   their  rst  ve years. It all began 
when there were celebrations to mark the 
total refurbishment of Ansley Village Hall. 
As part of the celebrations, “Glorishears”  a 
ladies Morris team  gave  a display, and as 
they say the rest is history. Under the expert 
guidance of Pat Arrowsmith, herself a member 
of “Glorishears” we developed into what we 
are today. Initially only two members were 
conversant with the Morris tradition, the rest 
of us were eager participants, whilst keeping 
 t and learning about a new tradition.  Over 
the past  ve years we have had lots of fun 
and laughs.

We went from a team just meeting for practice 
on a Thursday to performing out as a Morris 
side for the  rst time with “First Class Stamp” 
a local Appalachian side, at the Church End 
Brewery Tap. 

We have what has now become an annual trip 
on the canal to a pub, where we entertain the 
customers and varied wild life, we then have 
lunch before making the return trip home, it 
is an extremely relaxing way to travel, taking 
almost three hours to go  ve miles! Last year 
we stopped off at a bridge did two dances 
much to the amusement of passers-by and 
their dogs, then carried on!

Our other annual events are Lich eld Folk 
Festival in June and Fillongley agricultural 
show in August.

We will dance practically anywhere, the 
strangest to date is dancing on the local radio! 
At charity events we are usually rewarded with 
tea and cakes much appreciated, especially 
by the musicians!

The village as a whole has embraced and 
supported us. We danced outside the village 
Post Of ce to herald the opening of the Olympic 
Games. We danced “The Bell” at 8.12am and 
had a good audience cheering us on .We took 
part  in  the Queen’s  Jubilee celebrations in 
the village leading a hundred people through 
the village ,dancing as we went, causing 
motorists to stare in amazement! We perform 

Ansley Morris 

in the churchyard every August to celebrate Ansley 
Church  Flower Festival We have been joined by 
“Glorishears “ who performed molly dancing for 
our wassailing event s in the village , great fun and  
a sociable event.

Our kit has been developed over the  ve years, 
a  eece being a welcome addition by courtesy 
of a fund raising event held by the local pub, the 
Boot Inn. Our badge was designed by one of the 
husbands, some members and musicians sewed 
their own badges, whilst others had theirs sewn for 
them. We danced in return for puddings at a local 
Mothers Union pudding party!

A huge thank you must go to our very patient 
musicians, without whom we would not be able to 
function. Over the past  ve years we have attracted 
nine musicians, playing a variety of instruments.

Olympic Opening  outside the village post of ce, Ansley 
(North Warwickshire, near Nuneaton)

Fillongley Agricultural Show
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Wakefi eld Morris in Mirfi eld
Last year the Mayor of Mir eld asked Wake eld Morris 
Dancers to organise a Day of Dance as part of Mir eld’s 
Diamond Jubilee celebrations. This took place on June 
9th with 14 sides performing at various venues around 
the town. Vintage buses transported the teams to the 
locations and the pubs provided  free lunches for the 
performers. The day ended at St Paul’s Church for a 
showcase. The rather rainy day did not dampen our 
enthusiasm nor our thirst, and the feed back from both 
performers and audience was positive.

The mayor has asked us to do another event this year. 
The chosen date is June 8th. We have quite a few 
teams already interested, and if your side would like 
to participate please contact Wake eld Morris Dancers 
secretary, Ian Osborne, on  watah@tiscali.co.uk (01924 
290351) for details.

 

Knots of May Morris  events
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  Beetles Down Under
last June, after 
Beetlecrushers had 
been dancing out, we 
repaired to the pub 
for a session when 
someone passed me 
the latest copy of the 
Morris Federation 
newsletter. Flicking 
through I came across 
the invitation from 
Hamish Dublon, squire 
of City of Auckland 
Morris Dancers (CAMD), to the NZ national 
tour. My husband and I had been contemplating 
visiting NZ and I commented to him that 
we could pick up the tour on our trip. 
After an e mail to Hamish we sent 
off a deposit and started to plan.

Six months later one 
Beetlecrusher and her 
musician were off. We 
planned to six weeks in 
New Zealand… taking in the 
Morris tour during our stay.
CAMD based the tour in 
Keswick Camp at Rotorua 
with accomodation for about 
seventy…small dormitories 
and good facilities… camping 
available for those that wanted 
the outdoor life. As well as CAMD 
the dancers came from all over New 
Zealand including The Britannic Bedlam 
Gentlemen, White Rose, Nelson Morris (who also 
danced as a border side Dark Moon), Tussock 
Jumpers, Heart of the 
Sun, Rosewood, Phoenix, 
Brandragon. There were 
also representatives 
from Australia from Perth 
Morris, Black Joak and 
Surly Grif n.

During the four day tour 
we danced at various 
spots in Rotorua starting 
at the City Focus (a 
brilliant spot at the centre 
of Rotorua in a pedestrian 

precinct with space 
for many dancers, an 
audience and shaded 
from the brutal sun with 
a sail), the night market, 
the geo-thermal area, 
the pier as well as a 
visit to the Government 
Gardens.  A trip was also 
made to Taupo…with 
sight seeing built in too. 
At the end of the week 

there was a surprise trip 
on a paddle steamer on Lake Rotorua.  The 
evening activities were fun. As well as a gambling 

evening (using chocolate money) we had 
a contra dance eveing and the Ale.

We cannot emphasise how 
welcome we were made to feel. 
As someone said to us, we were 
part of the Morris family in NZ. 
In fact we met up with various 
new friends in the following 
weeks as we travelled round 
the country. 
Was it worth it?…undoubtibly 
YES…Would we recommend 
it to others? ..YES Would we 

like to do it again?…YES. If you 
happen to be in New Zealand at 

new year pick up the tour… I am 
sure you would enjoy it as much as 

we did. 

The tour next year is based in Nelson (South 
Island).There is a great opportunity to meet 

some New Zealand 
dancers this year as 
they are coming over 
for a tour in the Oxford 
area in July. Please 
make them as welcome 
as they made us.

Christine & 
Roger English  
(Beetlecrushers)

 

City of Auckland Morris  

Brollywallah
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The Making of a Molly Dancer 
Molly dance! What a hoot. The invited teacher 
was City of Auckland Morris Dancers’ own 
squire, Hamish Dublon, (an ex-Gog Magog 
dancer). And Phoenix Morris apparently found 
added support through a *grant provided by 
the local arts body. How enlightened. Anyhow, 
in Auckland we’ve been practicing these molly 
dances for months. Hamish continued to 
interpreted and guided us through the dances, 
ably supported by wife Michelle and others 
with some prior molly background. Sometimes 
the  ner points can be overlooked when 
absorbed having such a great time dancing/
demonstrating Morris. But I think the arts grant 
body would be well pleased with Hamish’s 
full-on dance-centric methods, and the 
resulting artistic enrichment of the community! 

Organizers, Phoenix Morris’ Aaron and Janet 
informed me this dance workshop was actually 
their  fth, in a sort of unintended series.
 
We stayed at a Girl Guides’ retreat centre, way 
out in the bucolic Taranaki woop-woop, (East 
coast of the nth island). All very cosy with only c 
18 of us, just as well. *Cost all-up was nz$4o (c 15 
quid in your money). Other members of Phoenix 
Morris hosting us so generously, were Peter G, 
and of course Ruth. A trio of blooming “White 
Roses” attended (Doreen, Amanda, and Leslie), 
Peters A. and B, (the two raucous Gentlemen 
of the Bedlam variety), ex-pats Gayle and 
Glynn Church , Liz and Arthur, the indomitable 
“Rosewood” reps, those from CAMD, and others. 
 
On the Saturday, as brilliant sunshine 
materialized we set-up the brekkie tables out 
on the grass. Unusually, not a cloud was to be 
seen obscuring the snow encrusted Mt Taranaki; 
just stunning. So our seldom-seen mate Al 
Fresco was welcoming and entertaining.  This 
sedentary start was to be followed by several 
sessions of intensive, though hilarious on-site 
practice. We’d even found a dress-up box of 
Girl Guides’ glad rags; for some reason, mostly 
tight  tting garments, (though somewhat less 
than alluringly so!). But all, positively gut-
busting for the observers at least. The grass 
on which we practiced, and practiced,......and 
practiced, literally consumed our energy most 

of the day. However, that piece of hollowed turf 
(largely broad-leaf grasses) will have absorbed 
a great amount of good karma. And even the 
real Musos’ offerings were absorbed, by an 
increasingly steady breeze, along with a perceived 
(though fallacious) need to get all the dots right. 
 
There was still plenty of that good karma 
remaining for later though, and by the time 
we  nally arrived at the unsuspecting pub 
in town, we were well primed (and that was 
even before the odd sherbet was consumed). 
 
I’d say we managed to fully acquaint the welcoming 
locals with molly; this cross-dressing cacophony 
of energetic, precise and very colourful dance-
spectacle. And we danced, with almost gay (and 
de nitely gutsy) abandon, and thoroughly up-
staged the high-heeled dolly-birds, painted as they 
seemed to be, into slightly elongated tee shirts 
(2 sizes too small). And we effortlessly disarmed 
their escorts too; narrowly gender driven, likely 
inhibited, younger males of the species. Not to 
be totally outdone however, some of the more 
outgoing young Paci ca chaps returned our 
dance-compliment with a show of pavement rap 
dancing, politely as the occasion demanded, 
(outside of the set!). In turn, we also impressed the 
bar-staff and landlord too, clearing the tables aside 
and dancing on heritage kauri  oor-boards, for a 
bit more bounce. So much easier than dancing 
on surfaces like spongy grass or concrete even. 
 
Ahhhh, we were such colourful, cavorting 
cohorts. And a certain Dancer, was actually 
 nding totally new ways to be “indelicate”, (as 
a fully frocked-up member of the opposite sex). 
I’ll just say it came naturally. By the end of this 
socially diverse  ash dance/ rave, 4 different 
women (ladies even?) had quietly taken this 
cross-dresser aside, gently informing that “tissue” 
(what a polite anachronism), was dangling in 
the rear, from those exposed knickers. These 
likewise negligently also carried the hem of his 
hoiked-up (s/hand ‘60’s Marks&Sparks) polyester 
frock. Tut-tut,......but aren’t girls just so supportive 
in dif cult situations........? Did they not, for one 
second twig that I might just be attempting to 
“extract the urine”? Eat yer heart out Dame Edna. 
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Going to the (Gents!!) loo was interesting too; it 
was fully occupied, and one of the blokes turned 
around (his head anyway), as I walked through 
the door, and suggested maybe better to visit 
the next door along. It was marked “Disabled”. 
Oh, how bitchy! But as for the dance itself........? 
 
In short, we experienced (rather than performed) 
the sort of dance that reminds you what it’s all 
about! Magic maybe?......... Well, it was caused 
by our collective energies, and didn’t just happen 
sans effort! And as for my whistle music in the 
pub,....well that was crap, but it was “in-time, 
syncopated crap”; danceable even!.......... And 
that was only what we got up to on the Saturday! 
 
All this acting like a Tory MP, why does it 
come so naturally to some?!! Is there any 
hope?!! Well anyhow, let’s continue to 
celebrate (exercise, and even  aunt) our 
freedoms, cos face it or not, in some places 
even today, getting stoned (around 
these freedoms we take for granted) 
has rather different connotations. 
 
Video of the occasion is shortly to be in the 
public domain, I’m told, on You-tube!! Salman 
Rushdie and I just can’t wait! However the 
seminal Kitwitches version of these molly 
dances (The Witch, and The Reptile) have 
already been available on You-tube for some 
time. And, yes, according to Hamish, we dance 
them with Kitwitches’ blessing. All worth viewing 
before our National Morris Tour in January.
 
So now it’s back to reality........... As it happens, 
I’ve been brushing-up and further researching yet 
another tradition-based w/shop for Phoenix Morris, 
(workshop #6, I guess); “Bucknell,.....for 
Beauty and Health”!, to be presented next 
May, at the wonderful Taranaki, “Castle” venue.

Kia Ora !
Steve Dancer , City of Auckland Morris Dancers 

Roy Dommett 
One Day Workshop 

 
 Dancing with Staves

Saturday 5th October 2013

Saltford Community Hall  BS31 3BY
    (on A4 between Bath and Bristol)  

The day will include a talk by Philip Hoyland.

Tickets £12 
available in April

To get on mailing list and for more information
e-mail Somerset Morris somersetmorris@

hotmail.com with 5th Oct in subject line 
or phone Barbara Butler on 07968 229628

PHOTOGRAPHS FOR NEWSLETTER

Photographs and illustrations should be in high 
resolution .jpg or pdf, though .gif, .png and .tiff  les can 
also be accepted. Any illustration embedded in text 
should also be sent as separate attachments. Please 
ensure that you have permission for photographs to 
be published,  particularly if children are included. 
Credit to photographers will be given if provided.

Colin
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An invitation to the 33rd Gate to 
Southwell since its revival by Bob 
Hine of Dolphin Morris Men in 1981. 
It takes place on 8th June 2013 
and applications are welcome from 
Federation sides as well as Ring and 
Open.    

 The history of Nottinghamshire’s oldest tradition 
dates to 1109 when the Minster at Southwell 
became the Mother Church for Nottingham and 
surrounding districts.  The annual payments 
for the upkeep of the Minster were taken from 
Nottingham to Southwell in a Whitsuntide 

The Gate To Southwell 

procession.  Records dated 1530 show that Morris 
dancers were paid to accompany the great and 
the good, and were paid for their ‘coats’ and the 
‘ale which they drank at all times’.

The modern day event is started by the Lord Mayor 
of Nottingham who gives a short speech then 
starts the procession by presenting Nottingham’s 
contribution of the ‘Southwell Pence’.  

Since 1981, the ‘revived’ Gate To Southwell has 
been an annual event for many local Morris dance 
teams.  Each team presents a bag of pre-decimal 
coins which represent part of the Minster upkeep 
costs, to the Dean of Chapter and his colleagues 
at the North Gate of the Minster.  The ‘Gate’ is 
designed to recreate the ancient Nottinghamshire 
procession to Southwell Minster, but using buses 
to travel the majority of the way. However, some 
sides walk several miles carrying the banner and 
cross.

On arrival in Southwell we process along the 
main street to the Minster in the time honoured 
way.  The ‘Southwell Pence’ is presented at the 
Minster’s North Gate, which is followed by a 
short service which includes Morris hymns and 
dancing in the Minster.  Afterwards, we retire 
to the Bramley Apple Pub for informal dancing 
with the buses returning to Nottingham in the 
evening.

We had a great time last year and raised over 
£650 for the Cancer Research UK Charity, they 
send their thanks to all those who took part in last 
year’s event.  We shall be collecting for charity 
again this year.

All sides are welcome to attend; there is a small 
charge for the bus, the badge, a cream tea 
halfway through, and a free pint at the Bramley 
Apple pub.

If your side would like to attend in 2013 please 
contact me by letter, phone or email with an idea 
of numbers attending.  We would like replies by 
Mid-April 2013.  Costs depend on numbers but 
will be approximately £10 person.

If you want more information, please give me a 
call.  More details about the event are available 
from the Dolphin web site.  Log onto http://www.
dolphin-morris.co.uk/gate.htm or click on the 
Gate to Southwell link.

 
Chris Gigg, 20 Chatsworth Road, West 
Bridgford, Nottingham.  NG2 5ED  0115 878 
0567 publicity.contact@dolphin-morris.co.uk
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Global Dance Project 
Shirley Dixon, of Windsor Morris 
reports on a magni cent dance 
experience.

In the winter newsletter our President expressed 
regret at the passing of the arena show from the 
performances required of dance teams booked 
to entertain at Britain’s festivals, and it is a regret 
which many of us share. The chance to display 
a planned show in front of a large audience is 
something which distinguishes performing at a 
festival from the usual life of a team, when your 
performance is often seen only in passing by 
an audience on the streets. It generates a large 
amount of adrenalin, and a successful show, 
with audience appreciation, gives a tremendous 
feeling of achievement. 

Unfortunately, the unpredictable weather of these 
isles does not encourage festival organisers to 
contemplate large-scale outdoor shows. The 
Arena at Sidmouth used to be a glorious place 
to sit about on a sunny afternoon watching 
dances from many nations – but sadly too many 
rainy days, and whole weeks, occurred, and 
caused havoc with the festival  nances, the 
takings from the Arena shows being so large 
a part of the festival income. Sidmouth Folk 
Week has substituted dance shows in a small 
marquee, but the audience is necessarily quite 
restricted, in size, viewpoints and mobility, and 
the experience of dancing there gives nothing 
like the same buzz.

The summer of 2012 saw one festival putting 
dance at the forefront once more. Shrewsbury 
Folk Festival, over the August Bank Holiday 
weekend, has become a major participant in 
the summer festival calendar, a sell-out every 
year, and the country’s dancers have every 
reason to be very grateful to the organiser, Alan 
Surtees, for pursuing an inspiration that dance 
is something to be highlighted in festival shows. 
In 2011 he recruited Hannah James, singer, 
accordion-player and clog-dancer, to organise 
a ‘clog-fest’ in one of the main marquees, an 
afternoon show featuring step-dances from 
many nations. It was a tremendous success, 
and in 2012 the idea was expanded to be a 
‘Global Dance Project’, to include Morris and 

rapper teams from among the festival’s invited 
sides. Berkshire Bedlam, Hammersmith and 
Windsor were the Morris teams, Jack Worth 
and Fiona Bradshaw performed the jig with 
which they won the John Gasson double-jig 
competition at Sidmouth earlier in the year, and 
Gaorsach provided Highland dancing, rapper 
and Scottish step-dancing. There were also two 
very different dance teams from Birmingham 
showing traditional Punjabi and ‘African fusion’ 
dances, a champion Irish step-dancer, Declan 
McHale, and Hannah herself and Nicola Lyons 
showing English clog.

We had to attend an all-morning rehearsal in 
which Hannah did a great job of herding the 
various teams (well known to be as tricky as 
herding cats), but the gain was worth the pain 
- an exhilarating show to dance in, in one of the 
festival’s huge marquees before an audience 
of – well, it felt like thousands. The fact that a 
thunderstorm was going on outside possibly 
helped to swell audience numbers, but there 
was great enthusiasm – either the majority had 
chosen to be there or those who were forced 
in by the weather were won over. Hannah had 
gathered together some brilliant musicians 
to play for the clog and step dancing, and the 
African and Punjabi teams also had amazing 
music. They all played together for a grand 
 nale in which Windsor and Berkshire Bedlam 
had to attempt to dance to a Bangra rhythm 
– we went for double-stepping and BB for side-
steps – and Hammersmith danced Eynsham to 
Irish step-dance music! It really brought back 
memories of those Friday nights on Sidmouth 
Arena. A glorious experience – and the audience 
went wild. You can see it on Youtube http://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=lR_UVkSv0JI

The Shrewsbury organisers should have all 
our thanks for putting dance into the limelight 
in such a successful way, and they made sure 
that the performers were very well looked-after, 
providing a ‘green room’ with free soft drinks 
and fruit – and cctv link so that we could see 
what was happening on the stage. If you have 
an invitation to perform at this kind of event 
at Shrewsbury in the future, we recommend 
acceptance!  
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The whole side are, rightly, very 
pleased with what they have 
achieved, and a signi cant spin-
off bene t is that our repertoire 
has not only expanded but has 
been refreshed and revitalised 
in a way that gives new energy 
to Dance Outs, Festivals and 
Bookings.

All of our Dance Traditions 
are rooted in the history and 
experience of the People and, 
with a bit of research and 
imagination, many Morris and 

Clog Sides could achieve what we have, and 
better.  Why not give it a go? If you want more 
information let us know!

Ivor Sayer and Yvonne Fox - Producer and 
Choreographer, Stony Steppers
www.bucksvoice.net/stonysteppers
stonysteppers@gmail.com 

Stony Steppers are a 
Traditional Clog Dance 
Side based in Stony 
Stratford, near Milton 
Keynes, Buckinghamshire. 
We dance the Traditional 
Step Clog dances of 
the British Isles as well 
as dances from English 
Music Hall, and material 
from American Vaudeville 
Theatre. 

We started out in 1996 as 
a Clog Dance Workshop 
wherein dancers from local Morris Sides could 
learn some Step Clog to enhance the repertoire 
of their own teams, but things moved rapidly, 
and we became a Performance Side, dancing at 
Festivals all around Britain and in Europe.  We 
reached the point, as so many sides do, where 
even though there was still the satisfaction of 
dancing a large repertoire well, there was a need 
for a fresh direction. We have many excellent 
dancers, a Folk and Ceilidh Band, solo singers 
and an Acapella singing group and things were 
crying out for something that would expand and 
develop these aspects all together. 

The answer was to put together a Roadshow, 
using Dance, Instrumental Music, Spoken 
Word, Drama, Poetry, Solo Song and Acapella, 
based around themes form the Social History of 
the Common People of these Islands. Casting 
was inclusive and non selective - anyone who 
wanted to be in the show was in it. In fact 
nobody opted out!  The result was an energetic 
and uplifting piece of Community Theatre in 
which individuals rose to personal challenges 
and everyone onstage and offstage worked 
brilliantly together towards the common goal. 

We  rst performed the show at the Stonylive! 
Festival in the Summer of 2012, then at the 
Sarvar International Folklore Festival in Hungary. 
We then put it on at the Barn Theatre at the 
Fleece Inn, Bretforton in the Vale of Evesham. 
The next performance will be on March 24th of 
this year at Creed Street Theatre, Wolverton, 
Bucks. http://www.madcap.org.uk/ Please see 
Stony Steppers’ website for further details.  

One Step Beyond  

Traditional British Clogs
Phil Howard - Clogs and Leatherwork

Full-Time professional Clog Maker

All clogs made entirely on the premises using 
only own soles and leather uppers

Standard size clogs and individually bespoke 
made &  tted Clogs. Also re-wooding and 
resoling

Rubber soles (shods) and heels supplied 
www.nw-clogs.co.uk/shods

Leatherwork including Badges www.nw-clogs.
co.uk/badges , Keyrings, Ear rings, Bell pads, 
belts etc. My own work so other designs 
can be made.

For up to date Prices and Events go to:  www.
nw-clogs.co.uk  or contact  t: 0161 494 0224 
e: jp.howard04@ntlworld.com
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  Bradshaw Mummers Reunion
Reunions can be dangerous things but 40 years 
after someone suggested putting on a mummers 
play at Bradshaw Tavern Folk Club’s New Year’s 
Eve party, this is one that worked.

Four decades on from that  rst performance, 
older, wider though not necessarily wiser, the 
Bradshaw Mummers play on amid festivals the 
length and breadth of the country and it seemed 
only logical that the occasion should be suitably 
honoured.

Mummers being mummers it took some 
time before any sort of sensible 
plan emerged, but the result 
was a truly memorable 
evening which as with 
any Bradshaw Tale 
will only grow with the 
telling, preceded, as 
ever with the cry “In 
Comes I”.

We settled on February 9th 
as the chosen date and began 
tracking down as many of our ex members 
as possible, a process made considerably easier 
by the wonders of e-mail and the Web. With no 
venue  xed we simply asked everyone to keep 
the day free and await developments. The venue, 
in the end, all but chose itself when several of 
the present line-up convened last November at 
the monthly Calderdale Folk Concert hosted by 
Kimbers Men at The Works in Sowerby Bridge. 
Thanks at this stage should go to Amanda, The 
Works’ venue manager who e-mailed not only 
menus but a photograph of the room as laid 
out for our approval and we gathered on the 
aforementioned night in hopes that weeks of 
planning would live up to the memories we all 
held.

It was one of the joys of the evening that delivered 
in spades as one familiar face after another 
stepped through the door including Jimmy 
Reddington, one of the original Famous Five 
from 1972 who disappeared south to become a 
proper Actor and met up with the two remaining 
originals Phil Lyon (now team bagman) and 
Tony Sweeby for the  rst time in 35 years. John 

Lake, now living in North Yorkshire returned 
after 20 odd years away, plus  “Scrim” alias 
John Scrimshaw, author  of no less than eight 
Bradshaw scripts, followed by  a succession of 
other more recent members including Jimmy 
Crookes, Martin Owen, John Bromley, Adrian 
Howden, Dic Wood, Mel Howley, Mark Crapper, 
and  John Wilson, together with the current line 
up of Paul Mansley (Squire), John Schorah, 
Ken Clarkson, Malcolm Hills, Malcolm Stocks, 
Ash Horsfall, Keith Huggins and Allan Diplock , 
not forgetting wives and girlfriends/taxi drivers/

dressers without which we could  not have 
functioned for the last 40 years.

Four others who could 
not attend deserve a 
mention – Tony Sweeby’s 
son Matt now living in 
Canada, Paul Brown who 
moved to his wife’s native 

Northern Ireland, plus 
founder members Andy Clark, 

resident in Durban, South Africa  
and Frank Toward the driving force of 

Bradshaw’s early years.  Last heard of in Bacup, 
Lancashire, efforts to trace him sadly failed. It 
would have been especially good to have seen 
him again.

Also in attendance – our assorted offspring, 
collectively dubbed the Bradshaw Junior 
Drinking Club who, having been raised alongside 
the team, decided that since their parents were 
having such a good time they’d hang around. 
This includes the mass BBQs which became a 
feature of our festival weekends.

The  evening itself settled into a happy mix of 
music and memories, many of them triggered 
by a running slide show of Phil Lyon’s collection 
of photographs stretching back to the  rst 
performances in 1972. 

The cabaret part of the evening kicked off 
with party pieces from John Bromley,  Jimmy 
Reddington, Jimmy Crookes, treasurer Krys 
Lyon, John Scrimshaw, Adrian Howden’s  13-
year-old daughter Rhiannon, Mo Lake and 
Edwina Clark – ex-wife of founder member Andy 
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Mr Wilkins’ Shilling, Bath’s only North-West 
Morris side is celebrating 25 years of dancing 
in 2013. We intend to hold celebrations to mark 
this achievement in the autumn and are keen to 
invited past members of the side; dancers and 
musicians, to join with us in the festivities. We  
have unfortunately lost contact with a few past 
members over the years so, if anyone reading 
this is a past member or knows someone who 
was, we would love to hear from them. Our 
email address is mws_morris@hotmail.com 
 
Helen Grist, snail mail address 7, Lytton Grove, 
Keynsham, Bristol, BS31 1NE. Tel: 0117 
9862918

On August 10, 1513, ‘Moreys’ dancers in Reading 
were paid three old pennies for ale  to dance at 
a festival at the church. On August 10th, 2013, it 
is hoped to perform a re-enactment of the dance 
in celebration of the 500th Anniversary of the 
 rst recorded account of Morris dancing in the 
borough.

The Redding Moreys dancers have been formed 
for this event and new, prefeably young active 
members are welcome. See their website, www.
reddingmoreys.org for more details or Google 
Redding Moreys

who drove from her holiday home in France via 
Taunton to be with us.

The  nal act, in more senses than one was a 
‘performance’ of our original St George Play 
by a cast of ex-members reading from scripts 
which as any Bradshaw Mummer will tell you 
was always a basis for negotiation anyway. It 
will, as they say, live long in the memory

A  nal rendition of “We’ve Come All the Way 
from Bradshaw” and John Barleycorn and we 
were done, notwithstanding a late night extra at 
John Bromley’s home in Halifax which  nished 
in the early hours.

Perhaps the last word should go to Jimmy 
Reddington who e-mailed a few days later “It 
really was something to see that the seed we 
had sewn 40 years ago had grown so well and 
so strong”.  Here’s to the 50th.

Phil Lyon,  Bagman, Bradshaw Mummers
   
EXTRA COPIES OF NEWSLETTER ?

Extra copies of the Newsletter are available only 
if ordered  and paid for in advance within two 
weeks of the advertised copy date  Please give: 
Name of side, contact person, postal address, 
No. of copies  @ £3 each  
Cheques payable to Morris Federation
Post request to the Newsletter Editor, Bonny 
Green, Morchard Bishop, Crediton, EX17 6PG
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 “…decided to dance faster than the metronome 
number of 126 beats to the minute indicated in 
Sharp’s tunes for the Kirkby Malzeard Sword-
dance. This felt much better. The dance took on 
a new vibrancy, … Ivor Allsop, Foreward to the 
Longsword Dances.

Ivor came to sword through his early love of 
dance acquired after teenage experiences 
with the Woodcraft Folk an organisation which 
re ected his socialist and paci st principles.  
Ivor was always his own man and his refusal to 
take undertake national service led to him being 
imprisoned for a short while.

He joined the Shef eld Teacher’s Folk Dance 
Club  in the 1950s where he and Joyce, who 
he was to marry , met  and he came under the 
direct in uence of Hannah Mawson who was 
instrumental, along with Harry Pitts, in reviving 
the Handsworth Sword Dancers after the 1939-
45 war.  

‘ His long association with longsword dancing, 
his real life’s  work, had begun.’ Phil Heaton, 
EDS Obituary

In 1968, Ivor met Kathy Mitchell, at Whitby 
Festival,  who greatly great in uenced him with  
the knowledge she possessed and her insistence 
on getting the dance right and performing it well. 
Following this meeting, Ivor became  part of the 
newly-formed Barnsley team becoming foreman 
and later Captain: he was the leading light in 
Barnsley Longsword Dancers until his death.

During his time with Handsworth, Ivor crossed 
swords with the Director of the EFDSS. ‘ Douglas 
Kennedy (in high dudgeon) to Handsworth 
Sword Team: “Why do you dance so fast? It’s 
not traditional to dance so fast!”  Ivor: “we’re 
young men – young men dance fast” ’. Reported 
by Georgina Boyes

Within a short time of Barnsley  rst dancing out 
they had acquired a reputation as being highly 
skilful and entertaining and news carried that they 
had a new philosophy of dancing longsword, far 
removed from the accepted fossilised ponderous 
plod that was the hallmark of most of the the 
dances learned from the few printed sources up 
till then.

Tony Barrand, 
‘…Ivor reported that I was a sword dancer, the 
“Yank” was invited into the set. Off we went at full 
speed …Ivor liked to work in new men by putting 
them in the dance with  ve old hands, crank up 
the music to full speed and run them through it a 
few times before they worry about any details…I 
got through the Kirkby and stood back in awe as 
an eight-man set somehow squeezed the Haxby 
dance  out of that room at a ridiculous tempo.’  

Although Ivor was becoming well known as part 
of the Barnsley team, his personal philosophy led 
to him being invited to run events and longsword 
courses at many venues across the country. 
He became  ‘The longsword teacher’ at Whitby 
Festival, interspersing with Trevor Stone in some 
years.

Ivor and Joyce  were invited to Pinewoods Camp 
in New England in the late 1970s and came across 
the sedate and often plodding style that had 
been woven into the North American longsword 
dancing built as it was on Sharp’s original notes 
and taught style.

As Rhett Krause has pointed out in the ‘Rapper 
Book’, Sharp had and kept a very tight rein on 
what was taught and how it was taught in the 
USA.   The dismal cloud of Certi cation hung over 
all the teaching  of English dances in the USA.  
Later acolytes of the Sharp method pursued the 
‘wretched system’ of Intermediate and Advanced 
Certi cates, and much has been made of activists 
such as May Gadd who insisted that the old 
ways were followed.     As a consequence, the 
EFDSS sedate approach, adopted in the States,   
led to mostly only children learning longsword 
since sedate was safe.  Ivor stepped into this 
atmosphere at Pinewoods in New England,  the 
year following Monkseaton’s Peter Brown’s blood 
and guts rapper philosophy.  At Pinewoods,  Ivor 

Ivor Allsop - Man of the Longsword  
As Roy Dommett is 
to Morris, so was Ivor 
Allsop to Longsword.  
Ivor passed away on 2nd 
November, 2012. This 
tribute was sent by Phil 
Heaton
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was described as abrasive but his forthright 
teaching, combined with a mass of notes that he 
had compiled and that later became his book, 
led to a rise in longsword, in the States,  most 
of it now danced and performed with Ivor’s gift 
of power, pace  and strength.

It became clear to Ivor that collecting the 
few remaining longsword dances from old 
performers had coloured Sharp’s interpretations. 
Allsop compiled the dances that he found and 
incorporated them into his  Longsword book 
which allowed  him to show them in a new 
light giving  the dances  power and dignity.  
When talking about the style and distinction 
of the dances, he often mentioned the original 
collecting that Sharp and others undertook.  
His feeling was that the EFDS and later the 
EFDSS carried on the ideas of Sharp who 
was reluctant to allow his ‘students’ to become 
involved in the real dances by talking to the 
tradition carriers.  Sharp, as has been reported 
elsewhere, preferred to have his teachers 
become certi cated.  This ensured that the 
dances, especially the longsword dancers were 
taught in a homogenised style and were never 
changed or adapted.  Exactly as in the USA.  
Sharp of course had many of his dances from 
old men.  Even the Kirkby Malzeard team which 
he saw in 1910 were elderly.  In some cases 
he was just in time. Sharps’s informant of the 
Escrick dance and play died only a few days 
after the  nal visit.  According to Allsop, This 
collecting from the elderly and fairly immobile 
dancers ensured that most of the Sharp dances 
always had a stolid and lifeless demeanour.  
This elderly outlook combined  with Sharp’s 
clumsy experiments with reluctant  guinea pigs 
at Chelsea Polytechnic where walking sticks 
and umbrellas were used to enact his written 
notes ensured that the teaching had none of 
the skill and integrity that the old well practiced 
teams would have had.   It certainly can be seen 
in some of the current older teams both in and 
out of the Ring who have the old men’s plod 
and the defunct EFDS style off to a  ne art.  In 
many ways it is obvious that Allsop became the 
link between the real traditional dances  and the 
modern interpretations without the dead hand 
of conformity laid on them.

Allsop’s plan to  lm and record the dances as 
he saw them have shown that there was indeed 
a gulf between the standard EFDSS and Ring 

teaching and the  dignity and skill of such teams 
as Loftus, Monkseaton with their Ampleforth 
and Redcar with their brilliant Greatham.  His 
insistence that teams are composed of individuals  
all working in combination to produce a common 
high quality target of performance  has allowed 
teams to develop their own styles and produce 
excellent dances. Teams taught by the Sharp 
method were never allowed to experiment 
or develop any real life in the dances. As a 
consequence, the walking  plod style persisted 
even in the face of obvious different and superior 
performances over the last  fty years.

When Allsop was elected to the Squireship of the 
Morris Ring he brought his typical no nonsense 
and often forthright  Yorkshire pragmatism to 
the job. He organised working committees, set 
targets and achieved deadlines always looking 
to the next log jam and a clear horizon beyond.   
Talking to him about it made one realise that 
although he had great respect for those who 
had dedicated themselves to preserving and 
enhancing the men’s dances he was incensed 
when he realised that the Ring considered 
‘tradition’ as only relating to the actual Ring 
activities and how the dances were interpreted 
by them.  With others of a like mind such as Barry 
Care he set out to  nd and collate as much and 
record as much of the real Traditions as he could.  
Unfortunately in his later years, Allsop began to 
look on the political machinations within the Ring 
with an increasingly distanced eye. His love of 
the actual dances continued as did his continual 
collecting and Archiving. He also began to look at 
the dances as being part of the community fabric 
of their birthplaces. Hearing that teams such as 
Goathland and Flamborough had recruited and 
were actively engaging youngsters, both boys 
and girls he was inclined to say that the Tradition 
was strong enough not to be hidebound in 
pointless dicussions of gender.

His Archival legacy built over his lifetime will be 
a monument to a Yorkshire man proud of his 
heritage,  erce in his love of his tradition and 
with a complete understanding of  his life’s work, 
the Longsword. 

‘Longsword Dances from Traditional and 
Manuscript Sources’ the complete manual of 
longsword is now available from Phil Heaton; 
£12 plus p&p.  pcheat@btinternet.com.
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 It is with great sadness that 
we have to announce that 
our longstanding box player 
musician Rob Furniss died 
suddenly on Sunday 3rd 
February 2013. Rob joined 
The Hexhamshire Lasses as 
a musician in 2004.  He was 

a committed team member and rarely missed a 
Monday night practice or a dance out. He also 
played for Hexham Morrismen and Hexham 
Rapper. He would travel anywhere with the 
teams from local WI events, festivals, to trips 
abroad.  
 
Rob was the front man in the local ceilidh band 
‘Bogus Callers’ and had many regular north 
east bookings.
 
We feel honoured to have had him as our 
musician and he will be greatly missed by a lot 
of people especially all of us in Hexham Morris. 
Our thoughts are with his family at this sad 
time.

Valerie Bell   

mm To commemorate Ivor Allsop’s 
death in November 2012 
the Sword Dance Union are 
offering two books at a special 
rate at DERT in March and the 
SDU Longsword Tournament 
in Ripon in October 2013

Rare copies of Ivor’s 
LONGSWORD 

DANCES FROM 
TRADITIONAL 

AND MANUSCRIPT 
SOURCES

Signed copies of Phil Heaton’s
RAPPER - 

THE MINERS’ SWORD DANCE 
OF NORTH-EAST ENGLAND

www.therapperbook.com

Both books are being sold at a discounted rate in order 
to raise money for the digitisation of the Sword Dance 
Archive which Ivor Allsop has willed to be maintained and  
continued in his name.  The aim is for all of the collection 
of notes, dances and videos to be made available online.

Both books are also available from 
Phil Heaton. pcheat@btinternet.com

Rob Furniss   





Our traditonal  
dances and  
customs are 
performed

      Any place

    Any  time

   Any 
  weather


